Introduction

77
Young community mental health patients suggest that a positive relationship with a 78 particular optimistic professional influences their outcomes; perhaps to a greater extent 79 than a specific therapy or techniques thereof (1-3). Recent research suggests that the 80 therapeutic relationship plays a causal role in clinical outcomes (4) and predicts social 81 and vocational outcomes for young people with psychosis (5) . There may be, however,
82
an added complexity to therapeutic relationships in community care compared to 83 psychotherapy, due to the former's myriad of professional roles and tasks (6) (7) .
84
Forming positive therapeutic relationships with young people experiencing psychosis 85 may be especially difficult and time-consuming (8) (9) (10) , but there is a particular potential 86 for professionals to facilitate positive long-term outcomes when intervening early (11- 
96
Two therapeutic relationship models are particularly relevant for community care; the 97 working alliance and the emotional climate (14, 16) . The working alliance is defined as 98 a reciprocal helping relationship, comprised of therapeutic goal and task agreement,
99
and the affective bond (17) . It has been suggested that through this therapeutic bond, 100 professionals exhibit positive personal qualities (e.g. warmth), which increase their 101 social attractiveness and thus, their social influence on patients' behaviours (18) . The 102 emotional climate model here refers to the caregiver's (negative) 'expressed emotion'
103
(criticism, hostility and emotional over-involvement) toward the patient (19) . Qualitative 104 analysis (19) (20) suggests that high expressed emotion professionals are less tolerant, 105 less warm, and have low progress expectations.
107
Professionals' own attachment style may influence their therapeutic relationships (21) .
108
Attachment theory suggests early life experiences influence the development of secure 109 or insecure attachment styles, and these attachment styles affect interpersonal 110 relationships in later life (22) . It is theorised that therapeutic relationships are a form of 111 attachment relationship (21) ; thus a professional with a secure attachment style may
112
Running head: Therapeutic relationship formation in psychosis 4 better provide a secure base, but also space, for patients to grow and develop. The 
130
perceived to have a detrimental effect on hopefulness and wellbeing (27) (28) (29) .
131
Professionals' implicit projection of hopefulness is thus considered part of forming a 132 positive therapeutic bond (27, 30) . Professional expectations can be operationalised as 
139
Models from nursing and addiction intervention (31) (32) (31) (32) . Associations between these two attitudes and 146 inpatient nurse therapeutic relationships have been observed (33 
172
• greater self-reported empathy of nursing students (44) 
325
Therapeutic relationships are thought more specific to individual patients, although not 326 completely independent of professionals' habitual 'feeling styles' (67) . Thus it seemed 327 these professional-rated variables might vary between professionals, rather than as 328 corresponding to individual patients (within professionals). Before computing mediation 329 models, any effect of clustering (i.e. professionals participating in multiple patient 330 dyads) was assessed using intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) to calculate the 331 location of greater variance (68) . Models were first tested controlling for clustering and non-normal variable distributions as necessary (69) 
385
Computed models (Table 3) 
437
However nearly all the variance in patient relationship ratings was located between 
